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Tell me, I forget.  
Show me, I remember.  
Involve me, I understand.  

*Chinese proverb*

This proverb illustrates well the importance of getting learners mentally involved in learning activities, generating connections between what they already know and what they are being asked to learn, and constructing meaning from their experiences. When students become active participants in the knowledge construction process, the focus of learning shifts from covering the curriculum to working with ideas (Scardamalia, 2002). Moreover, using manipulative tools "to think with" facilitates working with ideas and learning from that process.

For example technology tools provide "the means through which individuals engage and manipulate both resources and their own ideas" (Hannafin, Land, & Oliver, 1999, p. 128). Some kinds of technology tools can extend memory and make thinking visible. Good examples include brainstorming and concept mapping software such as *Inspiration®*. Others programs or simple paper and pencil models help to represent knowledge and facilitate communication. These tools enable learners to experiment with modeling complex ideas.

How do with model complex ideas? Understanding a new concept involves a process of integrating new information with current models of the world. The self creates a new and different world through cognitive construction—the act of creating and refining usable models. With this perspective on teaching and learning, the instructor plays a key role by providing experiences and helping the students to build complex mental models compatible with textbook explanations and their applications to daily life. These activities may take the form of a dialogue or conversation through which the instructor and the students suggest, construct and exchange ideas to produce mental models in basic statistics. Unfortunately, many students have difficulty building and communicating mental models of basic statistics. It may be that some of this difficulty in developing mental models is due to students’ inability to integrate text information with everyday usage. While statisticians hold complex statistical models, beginning students’ knowledge is often rote and not readily transferable.

One method for attaching meaning to statistics terms is through a concept map. Concept maps are a graphic representation of students’ knowledge. Having students create concept maps can provide us insights into how students organize and represent knowledge. This can be a useful strategy for assessing both the knowledge students entering a program or course and their developing knowledge of course material. Concept maps include *concepts*, usually enclosed in circles or boxes, and *relationships* between concepts, indicated by a connecting line. Words on the line are *linking words* and specify the relationship between concepts. [See an example (pdf)]

To produce this map, teachers ask students to create visual displays using *Inspiration®* [http://www.inspiration.com/] which is a computerized tool that inspires students to develop and organize their ideas. Students easily create and update concept maps to help focus on their ideas. Visual learning techniques such as concept maps help students to process and retain new information by making connections between new and existing knowledge.
Through the process of creating and sharing concept maps, students provide very rich descriptions of current understanding. Teachers can thus better engage students in conversation and progress the learning through a Co-Construction process. In the Co-Construction process, after students draw their initial concept maps, the instructor provides the students with guidance crucial to the building of improved models. The guidance takes the form of a dialogue in which the instructor probes the students’ ideas on an individual basis. Then, instead of presenting the students with the statistical model, as likely in traditional teaching, the instructor confronts the students with successive counterarguments and constraints that stimulate the students to review and modify their evolving ideas.

Are student relational concept maps produced on a computer a viable method to engage students and if so, what patterns might we see? With concept mapping programs like *Inspiration 9*, teachers can gather student data on statistical understanding. Note computer programs are not always readily available. In this case, other options include sticky “post it” arranged on a poster board or even tabletop. The advantage of a software program is the ease of saving and filing student concept maps for easy viewing and integrative discussions. Each class meeting, I asked students to reflect and share their understanding of statistical tasks in which they produced student surveys, collected and then analyzed data. We based class discussions on what students needed in order to complete these tasks. When students finished tasks in the beginning and program end, student pairs discussed and drew concept maps. From the resulting concept maps produced at the end of the program, most students began with some simple conceptions that later became more interlinked and complex.

**Overview of the Class Content**

As a SummerMath instructor at Mount Holyoke College, I evaluated student gains in order to direct ongoing instruction in central measures—a fundamental of statistical reasoning. I was interested in how students developed models and how they employed these models to explain data generated from student surveys on teenage behaviors.

**Participants**

At Mount Holyoke College’s Summermath, a 2-week workshop class containing a diverse mix of young women ages 14-17, met daily for 1.5 hours to provide a forum discussing data collection, central measures and variability. The researcher was the instructor. The class of 14 female students had mixed distribution of ethnicities, grade level, and abilities. The class size self-divided into high and lower level students. Both groups contained 50% black-white racial mixtures. While there was some informality, the class content and general outline was directed by the instructor. Students were encouraged to talk, discuss, and argue in both their small group discussions and in the whole class interaction. Students were verbally encouraged to come with their prior conceptions, pieces of knowledge, beliefs, and misconceptions.

Students began and ended with conceptual maps linking their self-generated statistical topics. They investigated and discussed common themes of data collection, organization, presentation, and analysis through creating and collecting Summermath student surveys. Using this hands-on approach, many of the real-life problems of randomness, sample selection, survey bias appeared. We discussed these issues along with measurement choices that can highlight certain opinions. We also discussed causal relationships through strong correlation, plausibility, replication, direct variation, and computerized cross tab analyses.
Data Collection
The class described in this study took place in at Mount Holyoke College’s computer laboratory. Using an Inspiration 6® file, students provided a spatial display of their knowledge structures including the concepts, connections among concepts, and the relationships underlying the connections. Students used Inspiration 6® to provide a spatial display of their knowledge structures including the concepts, connections among concepts, and the relationships underlying the connections. The student pair moved the concepts in the boxes around the screen to depict how they were associated. The pair then connected the concepts by lines to show the linkages the student perceived. Finally, they entered words on the lines to describe the nature of the linkages or relationships.

Students began and ended with conceptual maps linking their self-generated statistical topics. They investigated and discussed common themes of data collection, organization, presentation, and analysis through creating and collecting student surveys. Using this hands-on approach, many of the real-life problems of randomness, sample selection, survey bias appeared. We discussed these issues along with measurement choices that can highlight certain opinions. We also discussed causal relationships through strong correlation, plausibility, replication, direct variation, and computerized cross tab analyses.

Student examples below provide a spatial display of their knowledge structures including the concepts, connections among concepts, and the relationships underlying the connections.

Example
Figure 1
Low Ability (pre)
Figure 2

Low Ability (post)
Figure 3
High ability (pre)
Through the process of producing these maps, students develop self-regulatory processes that improve cognitive skills. These cognitive skills are manifested by number of concept linkages, by the allocation of attention as shown through the student details, and by sensitivity to informational feedback with teacher.
In the preceding figures, student concept maps are described in the following Table 1.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept Maps listed by teacher</th>
<th>Pre-workshop</th>
<th>Post-workshop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low abilities (figs. 1&amp;2)</td>
<td>3 linear concepts which show limited knowledge by the few concepts represented</td>
<td>4 concepts arranged with the beginning hierarchical understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High ability (figs. 3&amp;4)</td>
<td>12 concepts with appropriate terminology. Not linked but spaced in appropriate regions</td>
<td>19 concepts with increased understanding of terms like inference and distinguishing more advanced statistical topics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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